
L�� Lip�
Why waste your time being boring and unkissable when you could be making out with the lover
of your dreams with just a little bit of effort. Having luxurious, luscious, lush lips are every girl’s
dream, and you aim to make your lips the most plump and kissible that they can possibly be for
any admirers who you may come by in your future.

Become lip obsessed as I gently remind you to moisturize with lip balms, exfoliate with scrubs,
and paint perfect cupid’s bow peaks with your growing lip care collection. Find yourself
constantly checking your lipstick in the mirror and feeling nude without a good coat of gloss on.
Know that a full pair of plump and perfect kissers are always meant to be painted whenever you
look at yourself in the mirror. Lean into your addiction by following plump lipped influencers like
Kylie Jenner and achieve the perfectly fuckable lips that you have always wanted.

Leave behind your thin unkissable lips and say hello to your perfect and irresistible, “Luxe Lips.”

✧ Imagining my collection of lip products including everything I can get my hands on.
✧ Preferring to wear lipgloss and lipstick each and every day in order to advertise myself

as the woman I know I have always been.
✧ Needing to have big and plump and luscious lips in order to feel beautiful and powerful

and confident.
✧ Feeling vulnerable and insecure and uncomfortable whenever I go out without wearing

lipstick.
✧ Knowing that I need to have soft and kissable and beautiful lips in order for me to feel

feminine and confident and pretty.
✧ Remembering to wear moisturizing lip balms whenever I am not wearing colored

lipsticks.
✧ Preferring to wear glossy lipsticks whenever I am feeling glamorous and beautiful and

powerful.
✧ Feeling beautiful and glamorous and feminine whenever I wear a bold red lipstick.
✧ Wearing bright pink lipstick whenever I want to feel girly and bubbly and energetic.
✧ Practicing applying my lipstick each and every day.
✧ Buying lip gloss and lipstick in multiple shades of my favorite brands.
✧ Buying different shades of pink and red lipstick in order to find my perfect shade.
✧ Needing lipstick in order to complete my feminine look.
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✧ Needing to wear lipstick whenever I wear makeup.
✧ Intuitively knowing that drawing in a perfect pair of plump lips will make or break my

makeup look.
✧ Playing with neutral shades and bold shades of lipstick colors in order to best fit my

mood and outfit for the day.
✧ Fantasizing about having lipstick in each and every color available.
✧ Imagining myself having the perfect shade of lip color for every adorable outfit I have in

my closet.
✧ Always keeping a few shades of lipstick in my purse in order to touch up throughout the

day.
✧ Practicing making flirtatious faces in the mirror whenever I am wearing my favorite shade

of lipstick.
✧ Loving the silky way my lips feel whenever I am fully moisturized and wearing lipstick.
✧ Feeling dry and chapped and uncomfortable whenever my lips are without product.
✧ Feeling incomplete and unready and vulnerable whenever I am out without lipstick.
✧ Remembering to never leave my home without a little bit of lipstick on.
✧ Feeling feminine and pretty and natural whenever I am wearing lipstick.
✧ Researching lip fillers and injections in order to make my lips more plump and full and

kissable.
✧ Intuitively knowing that a kissable pair of lips is a fuckable pair of lips.
✧ Craving the feeling of smacking my juicy lips together.
✧ Loving the silky feeling of rubbing my lip glossed lips against each other.
✧ Constantly puckering my lips in order to remind myself of the comfortable and

pleasurable and sexy feeling of wearing lipstick.
✧ Following fashionable beauty influencers on social media in order to keep on trend with

all the latest lip products.
✧ Fantasizing about having a favorite go to lip color for every occasion.
✧ Fantasizing about owning each and every color that my favorite lipstick brand offers.
✧ Going directly to the lipstick section whenever I am visiting a beauty shop.
✧ Remembering to test lipstick colors on the back of my hand in order to see which shade

will look best on me.
✧ Layering on different lipsticks in order to find my perfect look.
✧ Remembering to always keep my lips moisturized in order to achieve the perfect and soft

and velvety pair of kissable lips.
✧ Feeling like a cute and adorable and trendy teenage girl whenever I am wearing a sweet

flavored lip gloss.
✧ Needing to buy lip products whenever I am making beauty purchases.
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✧ Obsessed with finding new glamorous colors to accentuate my beautiful lips.
✧ Fantasizing about having luxurious and luscious and lush looking lips.
✧ Fantasizing about sexy strangers kissing my full lips.
✧ Wearing bold lip colors whenever I want to stand out and be seen.
✧ Feeling confident and powerful and beautiful whenever I am wearing my favorite lipstick.
✧ Knowing that my face is incomplete without lipstick.
✧ Feeling pale and incomplete and plain whenever I am not wearing lipstick.
✧ Knowing that I always look better with a little bit of lipstick on.
✧ Preferring to have big and plump and shapely lips.
✧ Feeling beautiful and loved and sexy whenever I am wearing my favorite shade of

lipstick.
✧ Fantasizing about my best friends complimenting my lipstick.
✧ Watching video tutorials on how to draw the perfect lip shape.
✧ Loving the attention I get whenever I am wearing a bold lipstick color.
✧ Craving the attention that I get whenever I am wearing lipstick.
✧ Preferring the way my face looks whenever I have drawn in a beautiful pair of plump lips.
✧ Intuitively knowing that having luscious looking lips will help to advertise me as the

beautiful and fashionable woman that I have always known that I am.
✧ Needing to wear lipstick in order to feel feminine and girly and confident.
✧ Imagining myself owning lipstick in every color of the rainbow.
✧ Fantasizing about going out with a dramatic and trendy and bold lip look.
✧ Fantasizing about being known as the girl with the amazing and beautiful and trendy

lipsticks.
✧ Wearing lipstick each and every day in order to feel proud and pretty and confident.
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